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INTRODUCTION

A3 originally conceived, this report was to contain the results of a
review team's efforts to examine the capabilities, applications, cost-

effectiveness and overall status of remote sensing and graphics within the

BLM California State Office. In reality, it is now in its final form, a

staff report compiled by the CSO remote sensing coordinator. Outside
inputs including DSC (technical support) and District office (the ultimate

users) comments have not been considered.

A remote sensing position, Photographer (Aerial), wa3 first established in

the CSO in 1978 within the Branch of Cadastral Survey. The functions and

position were transferred to the Branch of ADP and Telecommunications in

1980. As a result of the 1983 MMS/BLM merger, the position was reestab-

lished within the present Branch of Information Services. Due to the

merger and reclassification of all MMS personnel, a position description

has yet to be -classified for the existing position. Kathie Jewell, Physi-

cal Scientist, has been functioning in the role since the merger.

Beginning in January 1983, a remote sensing/graphics presentation was

developed and presented to each district office in an effort to inform

district personnel of the current status of remote sensing and graphics.

The program was completed in May 1984. When possible, the presentation

was. given at District management meetings. The presentation included the

concepts of remote sensing and Geographic Information System (GIS), pror
ducts presently available, and potential applications . The presentation

was generally well received. For many of the district personnel, the

presentation was their first introduction to the technology and capabili-

ties that presently exist at the CSO. Others that have utilized aerial

photography previously learned of new data sources and the support now

available at the CSO for obtaining them. For the most part, the majority

of the potential user3 were not aware of the CSO capabilities.

Once familiar with the technology and principles underlaying remote sen-

sing and graphics, management and staff can better realize the potentials

and limitations and integrate these capabilities into the decision-making

process. This staff report is intended to illustrate some of the existing

remote- sensing uses and capabilities within BLM and the CSO. Knowing its

limits, remote sensing can and should provide much more than just a "pretty

picture;" it can provide managers with an extremely valuable tool to

better and more accurately assess problems and progress within their

various programs.
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POLICY

The proposed BLM Manual Section 9673 and Handbook - Scientific Systems are

in final draft form and currently awaiting W.O. approval. Section .06

Policy is provided below:

.06 Policy. It is Bureau policy with regard to scientific systems

that:

A. Field offices program the use of geographic information systems

and associated digital image processing and computer graphics where

these technology have demonstrated applicability and cost-effective-

ness.

B. Each State Director installs a qualified, motivated Scientific

Systems Coordinator, who promotes and expedites the use of automated

geographic information management to serve that State's natural

resource assessment needs.

C. District Managers encourage appropriate training for field per-

sonnel to stimulate their recognition and acceptance of possible

scientific system applications; encourage use of the technical con-

sultation services available at the Service Center and other locations

to improve in-State. geographic information management.

D. The Service Center Director maintains up-to-date technical facil-

ities adequate to develop geographic information system applications

and apply operational techniques in response to resource management

needs identified by field offices. Field offices may also use facil-

ities maintained by other organizations.

E. Service Center facilities include a staff of competent scientific

experts who operate and develop scientific systems for Bureau appli-

cation. Because the specialized technical expertise required to

operate this facility and apply the technology to field requirements

is not readily available in the Federal labor pool, the facility has

been partially staffed by contracted personnel . Contract operations

will continue unless BLM foresees demonstrable quality benefits from

change.

F. The Service Center staff assists State Office Scientific Systems

Coordinators and other field users to identify new technology appli-

cations for natural resource management and to develop those applica-

tions which have potential benefits in cost savings or improved

capability for management planning decisions. Final evaluation of

operational or developmental projects always include cost/benefit

analysis from carefully maintained accounting records

.

G. While quality standards for scientific system products must

conform to Bureau program norms, products developed using this tech-

nology serve management analysis objectives. They are not designed

to promote the extension or refinement of the national map ba3e

through the Public Land Survey System.
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From the Information Systems Management Plan signed March 22, 1984 In-

struction Memorandum No 84-382

3.1.4 Scientific Systems

3.1.4.1 Expand the use of remote sensing and computer graphics so

that these technology-intense methods are fully utilized in managing

and applying geographically referenced information.

3.1.4.2 Provide and maintain up-to-date equipment and qualified

personnel at all levels of the Bureau to fully utilize this tech-

nology.

3.1.4.3 Provide help to field offices in applying the new technology

to ongoing programs.
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REMOTE SENSING

Remote sensing is the acquisition of information about an object without
physical contact. This process requires the use of some type of sensor.

The distance separating the sensors and objects can be less than a meter
or greater than 100 kilometers, with the types of sensors varying as much
as the distance.

Aerial photography, Landsat, and remote sensing are not synonymous terms.
Remote sensing includes numerous sensors and platforms for carrying those
sensors. Landsat is the name of a sensor and its platform is a satel-
lite. Aerial photography is a product of the sensor (camera) and the

platform (an aircraft) and remote sensing is the science including both.
Cameras, microwave instruments, spectradimeters , multispectral scanners
and the human eye are all examples of remote sensing data collecting
systems.

Some applications of remote sensing lend themselves best to a multiple
view approach which includes the collection of multistage, multidate, or

multispectral data. Multistage sampling is used to collect data from
different altitudes, usually at different scale and resolutions.

Figure 1.

Multistage remote
sensing system

SATELLITE DATA

HIGH ALTITUDE DATA

ALTITUDE DATA

CliOUND OBSERVATIOSS
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More detailed Information is obtained for progressively smaller areas as

the altitude decreases with a subsequent increase in scale and resolution

of the data. Satellite-collected data can provide information over broad

geographic areas and can highlight areas requiring more intensive sampling.

More detailed information can be obtained from these areas by collection

of aerial photographies and ground observations. Resource interpretation
that is more easily verified in small subsets can then be extrapolated to

higher levels of observations. Data collected from different altitudes i3

not the only form of multistage samplings. Remote sensor data from a

single platform altitude can be utilized to develop various sampling

intensities in order to obtain the necessary information. In almost every

case, however, reference data obtained on the ground is a necessary ingre-

dient of such sampling strategies.

A comparative analysis of remote sensing dates (multidate) can be used to

monitor changes in image features. Even the fact that a photograph grows

old is of value. The record made by the photograph is so inclusive at the

time it is taken, that it becomes a valuable historical document and will

3erve as an excellent reference for measuring progress and accomplishments

on the land itself.

Remote sensing largely concerns the measurement of electromagnetic energy

which is reflected, scattered, or emitted by objects receiving and then

returning energy from the sun. Different objects return different kinds

and amounts of energy. In remote sensing, detecting these differences

enables identification of the earth surface features from the atmosphere

or from space.

Figure 2

Energy flow in

the environment
is an essential
part of the
biological pro-
cesses of nature.
Remote Sensing
techniques make
use of this
phenomenon by
measuring the
reflected (R) and
emitted (E) energy
from objects on
the ground.
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• One of the principle advantages of remote sensing is the ability to col-
lect "multispectral" data in narrow hands and in portions of the electro-

magnetic spectrum outside the range of human vision. Our eye3 are able to

detect differences in the visible portions of the spectrum, 0.4/<m. No

single instrument is capable of sensing and measuring energy at all wave-
lengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. Multispectral scanners having
multiple detectors assembled behind a single set of optics are designed to

measure energy in the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum.

SENSORS

Different types of sensors are U3ed to detect electromagnetic radiation in

different wavelengths or spectral bands. Two major types of scanners are:

non-photographic (image; pictorial representations usually generated from
electronically recorded data) and photographic (photograph; both detected

and recorded on sensitized films).

Non-Photographic Sensors

Electro-optical scanners, radiometers, and spectrometers are the most
widely used non-photographic sensors. A scanner (e.g. Landsat) picks up

the reflected and emitted energy of a scene in a line-by-line fashion.

The optics of the system refract this beam of energy, separating it into

components according to wavelengths. The response in each wavelength band

is then stored on magnetic tape. Simultaneous recording of the signal

from each wavelength band synchronizes the data for all channels. This

is important later when the- data is analyzed to establish the unique

spectral characteristics of different types of objects in the ground scene.

The strength of this system lies in its quantitative nature. Computer

programs operate on numerical values from different wavelength channels

which have been ascribed to the responses from a given spot on the ground.

Through the computer-aided examination of these values, areas on the

ground showing similar responses can be related. The multispectral con-

cept is one that is fundamental to digital processing of remotely sensed

data. The data collected by a multispectral scanner i3 digitized so that

it can be processed by computer. That is, the output from each channel at

a single- instant of time is expressed as a value representing the amount

of energy coming from a given area on the ground in a given range of

wavelengths

.

The digitized values from all channels are used by the computer to con-

struct a. response profile for each ground cover material of interest.

With the aid of the computer, these response profiles are generated by an

analyst familiar with the materials being studied. The analyst use3 a

digital display of a known area to interact with the computer and the

data. Briefly, part of the image for which the ground cover is known is

identified as a training field of, say, corn. The computer uses data from
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this area to construct a statistical response profile for corn. This

process is followed for each class of interest. By means of pattern

recognition techniques, the resulting statistics can then be used to

classify the entire area of interest into these classes. Every point

having a response profile similar to the corn class can he identified with
a "C" on a printout or in a contrasting color if projected on a television-
type screen. The amount of ground cover in each class for any given area
of interest may also be tabulated and printed.

This analysis process of computer-aided classification is one of the key
aspects of quantitative remote sensing technology. The potential of rapid
survey offered by this technique has great significance for many applica-
tions requiring timely information.

Resource managers often need map overlays that 3how the aerial extent of
resources being inventoried or mapped. Common requirements include color
encoded map overlays or line map overlays at scales from 1:24,000 to

1:250,000. Digital classification results provide great flexibility in

displaying data in various formats and map scales. The data can be easily
aggregated for display at various levels of generalization or at a given
level of detail to simulate various mapping units. The final classifica-
tion results can be color encoded on film, printed by a line printer, or
plotted onto a map overlay with a plotter.

A non-imaging electronic sensor designed to quantitatively measure the
Intensity of reflected or emitted electromagnetic radiation in a small

spectral band is a radiometer. They are sensitive from visible through
microwave wavelengths. There is no scanning apparatus in a radiometer and

data are collected for a single point or line the size of which is deter-

mined by the view of the radiometer and the altitude. Spectrometers are

specialized radiometers that measure radiation as a function of wavelength
or frequency.

Non-photographic remote sensing systems are more complex, expensive, and

usually have less resolution but are sensitive to a broader spectral range.

See APPENDIX A for further details on specifications of satellite imagery,

examples of imagery, and classification schemes.

Photographic Sensors

Photographic sensors are most common. Cameras expose sensitized films in

photographic sensors. Films have been developed that are sensitive to the

ultraviolet, visible and reflected infrared wavelength (.35/(m - l.S^m)

Ground data collection instruments are usually designed to collect data in

spectral band3 similar to sensors on aerial or satellite platforms. A

35mm or other small format camera can be a useful tool for recording

surface characteristics or field phenomena. There are numerous varieties

of cameras and lense configurations available. Small format films with the

same sensitivity as aerial films are available commercially.

See APPENDIX B for index to films.

t rf t
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Aerial photography generally refers to photography collected by cameras
mounted in fixed wing aircraft. The aerial photograph offers the easiest,

most complete way to examine an area in its entirety. Its unique portrayal
of all visible details makes it possible to analyze, measure, qualify and

interpret more information than can be obtained from any other single
source.

Vertical photography, with the camera axis oriented vertically to the
ground, is the most common type of aerial photography used by BLM. The
amount of ground covered on an aerial photograph is a function of film
format ( small format use film -d_ 70mm wide ) , camera focal length and air-

craft altitude. Vertical aerial photographs are often referred to as

either low, medium, or high altitude; these names are not indicative of

the format or scale of imagery. The scale of a photograph or image is

expressed as the ratio of the distance between two points on the image and

corresponding points on the ground in equivalent units. The scale can

also be calculated as the ratio of the camera focal length over the air-

craft altitude. Scales can be designated as either large (^"1:50,000),
intermediate (1:50, 000 to 5p0Q,000) or small scale (< 1:500,000) . Image

features are larger on large scale.

Aerial photographs can also be taken with the camera intentionally tilted
toward the horizon to produce an oblique photograph. Most BLM applications

utilize vertical photography.

See APPENDIX C for example of vertical vs oblique and map scale chart.

There are many sources of existing photography available other than through

BLM. Searches can be made of these other sources to obtain listings of

all available coverage of any given study area. Some of the available

sources include:

1. BLM - See APPENDIX D, index to all existing coverage and the costs

of reproduction.

2. ASCS - Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Local county offices often do flights on a yearly basis. ASCS

collects B/W panchromatic at intervals of 7 years or less.

Usually collected with 6" focal length, 1:40,000.

3. SCS - Soil Conservation Service
Collects B/W at intermediate scale 1:45,000 - 1:65,000.

4. PS - Forest Service
Collects color and color infrared for selected areas. Photo-

graph are collected at large scales with a variety of cameras.

2, 3 & 4 are ail available from USDA-ASCS, Utah.
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USGS - Geological Survey-

To complete their mapping USGS has collected B/W photographs

for the last 25 years. 1:80,000 is the most common.

NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
B/W, color, and color infrared in a variety of formats and

scales is available for selected sites. The high altitude

collected by U-2 i3 generally available at scales of approxi-

mately 1:120,000.

7. EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
Expanding imagery collection for specific areas throughout US

having environmentally related problems. Scale 1:2,000 to

1:80,000 color and color infrared.

5, 6, 7, Bureau of Reclamation (BR), Corps of Engineers along with about

13 other governmental agencies have compiled an index available through

the EROS data center. The IN0RAC system (Inquiry, Order, and Accounting)

allows CS0 access to computer printouts of all available coverage.

8. National Archives - Indexes photos prior 1942 for FS, ASCS, SCS, GS,

and BR.

9. Aerial Photography Summary Record System (APSRS) covers many of the

remaining 200 government agencies and private sources.

Two other sources providing complete coverage of California will be:

1. Orthophotoquads

:

The U.S. Geological Survey now produces a series of photoimage

maps which are produced quickly (30 days), economically, and

accurately. The new standard product is the 1:24000 scale ortho-

photoquad

.

Perspective aerial photographs (preferably high-altitude and

quadrangle—centered) are converted to orthophotographs by simple

rectification for low-relief terrain or by differential rectifi-

cation with an orthophotoprinter for hilly terrain. In the

orthophotographs, displacements of images caused by ground relief

and camera tilt are corrected within specified limits. The

orthophotoquad is produced by bringing the orthophotograph (or

mosaic) to a defined scale, relating it to a geodetic reference

system, and providing a map border.

•



Because the user must interpret the photoimagery, procedures

designed to produce optimum image quality must be used. Ticks

denoting the latitude and longitude and the State plane coordi-

nates of the map projection are shown only at the map neatline.

The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid i3 fitted precisely

to the plotted projection and is printed on the photoimagery as

fine black lines without labels. For general orientation, the

major highways and a few principal places or features are labeled

on the photoimagery. The map collar i3 composed in much the same

style as for standard topographic maps, but it is necessarily

tailored to the individual orthophotoquad.

Orthophotoquads are reproduced in black-and-white as photographic

images ($20.), diazo ($2.25), or frosted positives ($36. - diazo

duplications can then be made from these). In some cases, only

the advance orthophotoquad, the rectified, scaled, and gridded

photoimagery combined with the original, machine-plotted projec-

tion and minimal marginal information are available.

0rthophotoquad3 are prepared by methods designed to meet the

National Map Accuracy Standards. Various accuracy tests are

performed to verify that 90 percent of the well-defined points

tested are within 40 feet of true position (the horizontal accur-

acy standard for 1:24000 scale maps). Published orthophotoquads

meeting this accuracy requirement bear a statement of compliance.

In the production of the orthophotograph or the orthophotomosaic,

discrepancies in image position (evident as mismatches or double

images) sometimes result along orthophotoprinter scan lines or

mosaic lines. Except in local areas (10 percent of the quadran-

gle- or less) of extreme relief, such discrepancies do not exceed

0.04 inch (1 mm) on orthophotoquads bearing the accuracy state-

ment.

See APPENDIX. E for existing coverage of orthophotoquads.

2. NHAP (National High Altitude Photography)

NHAP began in 1978 as a Federal Multi-agency activity to replace

duplicated efforts in acquiring aerial photographs and was

designed to acquire high altitude photographs quickly and effici-

ently for all interested users. 14 agencies including BLM cur-

rently participate:

The objectives were to:

- Complete conterminous coverage of the United States, .

- Develop a national photographic data base before the end of

1986,

- And provide periodic updates of the data base.

10
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• NHAP specifications and standards are:

- 9 X 9 inch format black and white panchromatic and color
infrared imagery exposed at 40,000 feet above mean terrain.

- The B&W film is exposed with a 6" focal length producing a

photograph scale of 1:80000 (1" = approximately 1.25 miles).

Each exposure covers nearly 130 square miles of terrain.

- The CIR film i3 exposed with an 8.25 focal length, producing a
photograph scale of 1:58000 (1" = approximately 9 miles).

Each exposure covers nearly 130 square miles of terrain.

- Pre-determined flight lines oriented in an N-S direction along

center line of 7-5 min. quadrangle (ave. 3 frames B&W/quad; 4

frames CIR/quad).

- Stereoscopic photos: B&W 62% endlap and 30% sidelap
CIR 65% endlap and 10% sidelap.

- Cloud cover must be absent; atmospheric haze minimal.

- Sun angle 30 degrees or greater maintained to reduce shadow

effects.

See APPENDIX E for photo and price examples of NHAP photography.

The cost of real-time photography precludes its uses from some operational
resource programs that require large scale, high resolution data. A

viable solution to the problem is collecting vertical aerial photography

with small format cameras., (70mm or 35mm) attached to light, low perfor-

mance aircraft; although in California its use has not been widespread.

At altitudes of 1,000 ft. or less, 9 in., 70mm and 35mm systems have

similar resolution characteristics at all altitudes tested. The cost of

small format camera systems is similar and only a fraction of the cost of

a 9 in. format 3y3tem. A sidemount i3 available through DSC.

Resolution is the ability to distinguish between two closely spaced fea-

tures on an image. Features closer together than the resolution limit

appear as a single object on the image. Scale refers to a distance on an

image relative to the corresponding distance on the ground. Scale is

expressed as a ratio in equivalent unit3. A scale of 1:1000 indicates

that 1 unit of measure on the image is equal to 1000 units of measure on

the ground. Contrast-ratio is the ratio between the lightest and darkest

part of an image- (attributed to real reflectance differences, film type,

developer and/or duration of development).

Photo interpretation equipment is available for viewing photographs,

making measurements, and transferring interpretations to base maps. A

magnifying lens can aid viewing print; a pair of overlapping aerial photos

can be viewed with a stereoscope to produce a 3 dimension effect (three

type3 of stereoscope: lens, mirror and zoom stereoscopes) for viewing and

measurements.

II
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A zoom transfer scope allows the operator to view an image, and a base map
simultaneously. It is used to transfer interpretations , from photographs

to maps at different scales.

Photographic applications are widespread throughout the Bureau and are

relatively inexpensive, being less complex than non-photographic systems

and providing a high degree of spatial resolution and geometric integrity.

See APPENDIX ? for characteristics and applications of films commonly used
in aerial photography.

The most important characteristics of the photograph and imagery are

resolution, scale and contrast. These characteristics are then coupled

with costs to determine acceptable trade-offs to get enough information at

a feasible expense. Every proposed project in BLM does not have remote

sensing applications, but many could benefit and the potential should not

be overlooked. Remote - Sensing is much more than just satellite imagery,

and many of these applications are already used on a daily basis. Knowing

the potentials and limitations, remote sensing you can determine if remote

sensing will give you more than a "pretty picture," but rather, needed

information at a feasible cost.

BLM CAPABILITIES

The Division of Advanced Data Technology; formerly the Division of Scien-

tific Systems (D-440), Digital Image Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) is equipped

to process data in digital raster format. Raster format is a grid-cell

format. The present DIAL capability represents a significant capital

investment, which can support a variety of applications, including between

30 and 40 million acres of Landsat vegetation classifications annually.

The majority of Landsat data within BLM is analyzed at DIAL, (except

Alaska which has its own system) , because of the capital investment of the

machinery and support needs. Analysis that is completed at DSC using

IDIMS (Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System) can be downloaded to

the CSO Remote Image Processing Station (RIPS), in raster format, or

converted to vector format (line data) and off loaded to the CSO Data

General graphic computer.

A list of DIAL capabilities includes:

IDIMS - (Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System) is used for

digital image analysis and interactive image processing on an HP

3000 computer with an array processor.

Input data include - Digital Landsat spectral satellite data, digital
terrain model data (DMA-DTM), digital elevation model data

(DEM-1: 24000), field collected sample data, ancillary data -

other data digitized from maps, ownership, soils, etc.

Analytical data - Area reports stratified by any resource data in the

system.

Graphic output: Color and B&W cover vegetation type maps, slope maps,

suitability maps, statistical graphics, etc.

12



Remote Image Processing Station (RIPS) consists of a central processing

unit (CPU), color display, operator terminal, and joystick. Together, it

is a low cost ($15,000) micro processor system with a floppy disk image

storage system. It can display 4096 colors, 256 gray levels, and has an

image resolution of 240 lines by 246 pixals.

A RIP station gives field offices (because of small size and cost) the

capability to access and process satellite and ancillary digital informa-

tion.

A RIPS allows for such application functions as:

- disk to image display transfer
- image display to disk transfer
- image statistics
- intensity transformations
- training set selection and spectral class statistics
- spectral classification
- arithmetic image operations
- spatial image operations (edge detection, corridor, flipping,

smoothing, border)
- logical image operations

Advantages of RIPS:

- control of your data.
- handles satellite and ancillary data in raster format

- cost
- size
- allow, analysis at field office

The Branch of Pire Management, CSO, presently has a RIPS. The information

DSC is presently compiling for fire fuel mapping (vegetation classification

from AVHRR, ownership, boundaries) will be put onto floppy disks and sent

to the CSO for fire management analysis and use.

DSC is also working with CSO Branch of Law. Enforcement on developing a

predictive modeling scheme for CAMP sightings that will utilize the RIPS

terminal

.

Though at present, the CSO is using the RIPS for fire and law enforcement

only, many other disciplines could utilize the system.

See APPENDIX G for description of computer routines.

The Service Center also supports photo lab work, photo interpretation

(contracted with technicolor), and photogrammetry work. Each are programmed

in AMP.

The CSO can support aerial searches, aerial contract estimates (computer

programmed), ordering, C0AR of new flights, and act as a technical coor-

dinator between user and DSC for all satellite imagery work.

13
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PRESENT USES

Many present uses involve past photography. California has prior coverage

(ranging between 1972 - 1982) of most of BLM land.

Reproductions, enlargements, and contouring have been done for:

1. Estuary study
2. Recreation trails
3." Ownership delineation
4. Vegetation communities
5. Displays
6. Forestry

Approximately 167 reproduction orders where made from DSC. 151 were made
to other agencies (6 were special processing; enlargements), 4 NHAP,- and

79 orthophotoquads (1 special order).

There have been numberous- requests of new flight estimates.

Since 4/84- (never kept records before) 18 requests for complete aerial

searches have been made, covering: recreation, wildlife, forestry, range,

engineering, and access.

Contracts for new flights made:

1. Engineering - $1000.00 flight of road for court case (1:12,000) -

2. Range- - $10,000.00 reflight (1:1000) of desert transects

Ongoing work:

- C0AR desert flight
- contouring of photos
- reestablishing Landsat imagery from desert plan on DSC computer and

prepare classification plots for wildlife and investigate off

loading vegetation classifications to our CS0 GIS
- contract aerial enlargement and digitizing ownership parcel (pacific

crest trail)

POTENTIAL USES

Remote Sensing can assist in numerous resource projects from Inventory to

monitoring. Listed below are some applications and their recommended

scale or photograph (Adapted from Avery (1970)).
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Table 1. Guidelines for Aerial Surveys

Decription of task

Forest mapping: conifers

Forest mapping: mixed stands

Timber volume estimates
Location of property boundaries

Measurement of areas

Topographic mapping; highway surveys

Urban planning
Automobile traffic studies

Surveys of wetlands or tidal regions

Archeological explorations

Identification of tree speices Ds?e^ e '

7

Assessment of insect damages

Assessment of plant diseases

Assessment of water resources and pollution

Agricultural soil surveys

Mapping of range vegetation

Film type Season Scale

Pan
IR
Pan or
Pan

IR

Pan
Pan
Pan
Pan

Real estate assessment

Assessment of industrial stockpile inventories

Recreational surveys

Land-cover mapping

IR '

IR
Color
IR color

IR color
Multispectral
Color
Color

Color-negative
Co lor-negative
Color-negative
Color-negative

Fall, winter
Late spring, fall

Spring, fall

Late fall, winter

Late fall, winter
Late fall, winter
Late fall, winter
All seasons

All seasons — low tide

Fall, winter
Spring, summer
Spring, summer

Spring, summer
All seasons
Spring or fall, after plowing

Summer

Late fall, winter
All seasons
Late fall, winter
Spring, summer

1:12,000-1:20,000
1:10,000-1:12,000
1:5,000-1:20,000

1:10,000-1:25,000

All Scales
1:5,000-1:10,000
1:5,000-1:10,000
1:2,500-1:6,000

1:5,000-1:30,000
1:2,500-1:20,000
1:600-1:5,000
1:600-1:5,000

1:1,000-1:8,000
1:5,000-1:8,000
1:4,000-1:8,000
1:600-1:2,500

1:5,000-1:12,000
1:1,000-1:5,000
1:5,000-1:12,000

1:20,000-1:100,000
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It was shown quite a time ago that habitat types could he mapped more

accurately from aerial photographs than from ground surveys conducted

along predetermined transect lines (Reid, Pickford, and Nelson, 1942).

Foresters have used large-scale photography to identify tree species,

estimating timber volumes and appraising insect and disease damage.

The ease with which photographs can be repeated and the wealth of detail

they record also makes them ideal for monitoring changes In natural

resources. They can be used in conjunction with other monitoring programs.

Hatched photographs are particularly useful for measuring long-term

changes, sometimes representing the only source of Information about

earlier conditions.

The potential uses are vast and many are well document for particular

applications. To assist is showing the applicability of remote sensing to

particular disciples a bibliography has been added to this report.

See APPENDIX P for bibliography categorized by discipline.

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The following is in no way inclusive of all remote sensing projects BLM is
.

involved in. Projects vary so in scope and are site specific. Small

applications will not be dealt with here and the bibliography is recom-

mended for information on specific applications. Most states have com-

pleted coverage of their lands and have developed cyclic plans for

reflight3.

See APPENDIX H for BLM aerial photography cyclic plan.

1. Rangeland Trends (Montana, Idaho, Arizona)

Use low altitude aerial photography. Fixed wing aircraft and heli-

copter were used to take 35mm aerial photos (1:600 through 1:3,000

scale) of key study plots.

2. RMP - (Idaho)

Landsat is being used for the vegetation inventory.

3. Soil - (Wyoming, Arizona, Nevada, California in cooperation with SCS)

Alternate data source of digital, elevation and satellite data provides

additional information (physiographic map) to the soil surveyor which

is reducing the field time necessary to conduct a soil survey. These

physiographic maps can accurately identify slope interval categories

and delineate units that relate to soils and range sites as well as

providing to be useful when labeling soil taxonomic units in the

field. SCS is using this approach for 5 quads in the Bakersfield

District.
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4. Range, Woodland and Wildlife Resource - (New Mexico)

The project (1,334,000 acres) used information acquired from satel-

lite and large-scale aerial photography for vegetation classification.

The significant outcome of the project has been creation of a spatial

data base downloaded to the field offices.

The project includes DEMS, political and administrative boundaries,

land ownership and jurisdictional boundaries.

5. Minerals - (Eastern States)

Utilize Landsat together with multilayered GIS to monitor changes on

potentially valuable Federal mineral lands in the eastern United

States. The overall accuracy of Landsat data for detecting change
using the Landsat albedo differences algorithm in an Alabama project

was found to be 85%.

6. Riparian/Stream Habitat Inventory and Monitoring - (Arizona, Nevada,

Idaho, Utah, and Montana)
A method of stream habitat inventory using photo interpretation of

large scale color infrared 1:1,000 for BLM is written in technical

note 325. The 3peed of stream habitat analysis is approximately ten

miles per hour. Correlation between ground truth and photo interpre-

tation i3 extremely high, and reproducible results can be obtained

from any trained technician.

REMOTE SENSING - OTHER ACTIVITIES

Remote Sensing projects have been completed in each state without documen-

tation as to whether a technique proved to be beneficial or not to the

field staff. The DSC is going to contract with a local university to

complete a survey of BLM past use of remote sensing applications and make

recommendations on the future applications (to be completed by fiscal year

84). The work plan is for the contracted team to visit three states,

complete an intense survey of prior remote sensing work, and then survey

the remaining states by questionnaires. This information will be used to

help determine the best possible uses for future RS projects within BLM.

To fully utilize the potential of remote sensing technology, it needs to

be integrated into the operational programs to supplement data collected

(it is merely another tool available) with conventional techniques.
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Computer graphics is "the art of processing digital data in such a way

that it may be displayed graphically, that is, it may be displayed as

either a two or three dimensional picture. The data must be inputted

through a piece of equipment known as a digitizer, or created and manipu-

lated into graphic form mathematically. The art of computer graphics i3

still a relatively new area of expertise in the data processing field.

Much is still to be learned and the field is changing rapidly."

DIGITAL DATA INPUT

Any computer graphics system requires the base data to be in digital

format, i.e., a form the computer is capable of understanding. This can

be accomplished in two ways: 1) manual data conversion, and 2) automated

digitization. Manual conversion, or "digitizing", requires an operator to

physically assign numerical values to data features. This process is

usually accomplished using an electronic trigger and background board. In

the case of mapped data, the operator merely traces the desired feature

with the triggering device overlying the background board and the impulses

are- converted to digital form by the accompanying computer. The drawback

to this process is that it is time consuming if data features are complex

and detailed. The digital output is only as accurate or precise as the

operator and the background grid can provide.

Automatic digitization can be carried out by a number of methods:

"Sweepnik" or automatic line following replaces the hand tracing

movements of a manual digitizer by a fast, helical, laser-beam

tracing system. The operator still has to think, enter the

attribute data, place the tracking spot on the line of

interest, and check to be sure that junction situations have

not been missed and have been handled properly.

"Scanning" can be accomplished at present by four techniques.

1. Drum scanner - a photosensor tracking axially aa the drum

is rotated. Resolution of 0.001 inch or better can be

obtained. The complex mechanism tend3 to be expensive

and relatively slow in operation.

2. Another method utilizes a comb of about 1000 photodiodes

on 0.001 inch centers, which is slowly swept across a

strip of the map sheet approximately one inch in width.

This scan is repeated side by side until the whole sheet

is covered. This device is very expensive.

18
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3. Laser-beam - flying spot scanner where a narrow strip is

swept by the beam and the reflected light is measured for

intensity.

4. Laser-beam - similar method as above but the scan is

applied one time over the whole sheet. The three above

methods require normally at least an hour of scan time

while this last method can be done in minutes, theoreti-

cally seconds.

Input documents need to be clear, unambiguous, and high quality. Scan

digitizing is best suited to sheets with many irregular lines, few junc-

tions and no superimposed line or symbol data. Dealing with the last or

low quality documents can involve an entirely unwarranted amount of pre-

and post-edit, far more costly than actual digitization, making the

overall cost differences between manual and automatic digitizing

negligible.

Two data handling procedures for scanned data at present always contain

two major elements. The first is line thinning to produce single pixal

width "data" line and the second is to vectorize these lines into the

presently used cartographic form.

See APPENDIX I for example of scan digitizing.

The process of digitizing is still somewhat cumbersome and time con-

sumingT ~ However , a given set of data need only be digitized once . The

data conversion is then compactly stored, readily available, and easily

manipulated in whatever form the user desires. Possible data combinations,

comparisons, and evaluations are unlimited and always at the users dis-

posal.

SOURCES OP DIGITAL INFORMATION

As mentioned previously, data must be in a digital format to be accessible

by the- computer. Many physical, geographic features for various locations

are currently available, (i.e. certain information has been digitized by

other agencies or firms and is being made available for a fee to other

users.) The following is a partial listing of outside sources and the

data they provide that is of use to BLM:
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1. US GeoData - Digital Cartographic and Geographic Data produced by-

National Happing Program of US Geological Survey

SERIES

1:250,000

1:250,000

PRODUCT (data type)

1:24,000 A Digital Elevation Model (DEM)

B Digital Line Graph (DLG)

Land Net
Boundaries
Transportation
Hydrography

Land Use/Land Cover (Polygon)

Census Tracts
Political Boundaries
Hydrologic Units

Federal Land Ownership
Composite (Grid Cell)

Geographic Name By State

Defense Mapping Agency
Digital Terrain Data (lxl* Blocks)

PRICE

$100

20
20

50

50

100
50
35

35

35

250
50

75

1:2,000,000 Digital Line Graph (DLG) (sold in 21 sections)

Boundaries Layer (per section)

Transportation Layer (per section)

Hydrography Layer (per section)

100
100
100

A service charge of $25 will he added to each tape ordered covering the

cost of the tape, postage, and handling.

Explanation of products:

Digital Elevation Models (DEMS) - Digital records of terrain elevations

for- ground positions at regularly spaced intervals (ground distance between

digitized points is 30 meters). U3e: use to project slope, aspect, pro-

file, volume.

Digital Line Graph (DLG) - Land net, boundaries, transportation, hydro-

graphy are all digitized from 7-5' and 15' quadrangles and is recorded on

separate layers. Use: serves as a base map.

Defense Mapping Agency Terrain Data (DMA) -Digital records of terrain

elevations for ground positions at regularly spaced intervals (ground

distance between digitized points is 200 feet).

* The only maps available at the 1:250,000 scale other than DMAs are five

Land Use/Land Cover Maps. They are:Long Beach, Palo Alto, Sacramento, San

Luis Obispo, and Santa Ana.

See APPENDIX J for availability in California and further information on

GeoData.
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2. Satellite data is recorded in digital format and analysis must be
completed at DSC on Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System
(IDIMS). Once the image has been classified in it original raster
format it can be converted into vector format and loaded into the GIS

software MOSS located at the CSO

Multispectral Scanner (MSS) is available from NOAA for $650 per
computer compatible tape. Resolution is 80 meters. It orbits every
16 days. Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) is avail-
able from NOAA for $250 per computer compatible tape. Resolution is

1100 meters. It orbits daily.

To date California possesses tapes of Susanville and CDCA for calendar
year 1979.

Major Landsat uses are for vegetation classification, change detec-
tion.

See APPENDIX A for Landsat coverage.

DATA SYSTEMS

The graphics output can take many forms, but computer generated maps and
overlays are generally the most widely used. A geographic information
system (GIS) is one data system which provides such an output. Com-

puterized GIS* s are designed to accept large volumes of spatial data,

derived from a variety of sources, including remote sensors, and to 3tore,

retrieve, manipulate, analyze and display geographically retrieved data

according to the user's specifications.

The data entered into a GIS are collected in numerous ways some of which

are:

1. literature search
2. aerial photography
3. existing maps
4. traditional field work

After this essential data has been gathered, it is entered into the GIS.

If maps are to be entered, they are entered using an electronic or 3can

digitizer that will convert the maps features into strings of numbers that

the computer can interpret; linear data to digital format.
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The data within the GIS can be selected by any number of map features,
combined into a ranked or composite map, analyzed to make statistical
descriptions (e.g., area, length, distance, % of total area) and can be
displayed or plotted for each application.

A GIS ALLOWS FOR:

1. Entry of a map into the system from polygonal maps
2. Data file creation.
3. Retrieval of data from the data base including retrieval by a

user-defined circle or polygon, or retrieval of selected items by
either identifying the appropriate descriptor-data values or

selected image-data values.

4. Manipulation of retrieved data such as calculation of area and/or

perimeter of any polygon, calculation of the length of a linear

feature, overlay of two or more polygon sets, combination of

point data sets with polygon data to regular grid-cell data.

5. Graphic output in terms of tabular summaries, maps, and other

digital files.

California Graphics Status

A Data General Eclipse C-330, Tektronix 4014, and Talos digitizing tablet

were purchased and installed in the Riverside District Office in 1977 to

support the Desert Plan. The- computer was to house their resource

inventory data base and later planned for GIS applications. A joint

venture in 1977 was entered with USGS to digitize the 458 quads laying

within the Desert boundary. Digitizing of such layers as planning units,

CDCA boundary, visual resource areas, ACECs, multiple use classes,

recreation areas was completed there. Once completed, these quads

provided the base map for their GIS. With the completion of the plan the

computer was relocated to the SO . The resources data bases were then

removed from the computer to REX data base of the DSC mainframe computer.

This was done in order for this computer to be used solely for GIS work.
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS HARDWARE

The following computer equipment with graphics capabilities is currently-

on-line in the CSO:

Item Number Description Quantity

1 a) Data General Eclipse 1

C-330 mini-computer
w/% mega-bit memory

b) 192K disk drives 3

c) 9 track tape drives 2

d) Line printer 1

e) 6053 Dasher terminal 7

(alpha use only)

Zeta 3610 digital
plotter

a) Talos 600 digitizing 2

stations

b) Tektronix 4014 2

graphic terminals

Altex digitizing 1

board (not yet operating)

a) Tektronix 4054
Graphic micro
computers

b) Tektronix hard copy
devices

c) Tektronix flat bed
plotter

d) Tektronix floppy
disk drives

e) Tektronix digitizing
tablet
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

A3 previously stated, the Data General, 4014 and digitizing tablet were

originally located at Riverside. The digitizing accomplished at that time

utilized the COMPIS software. COMPIS is a collection of computer programs

created by Comarc Design Systems, San Francisco, California, representing

an information system designed to handle geographically referenced infor-

mation. After the initial cost of COMPIS there had been an additional

$3,600 yearly fee for support. in 1982 the contract with Comarc was

officially dropped.

While the COMPIS system has served part of its original purpose; (i.e.,

digitizing for Desert Plan) it is not directly compatible with the soft-

ware system, ADS/MOSS, which was developed by other Interior Department

agencies for similar uses.

On September 29, 1977, BLM entered into an interagency effort with the

U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service to develop a system involving the automation of land and

survey records. With this agreement came the creation of the Automated

Digitizing System (ADS). During the initial phase the potential users of

the system were surveyed as to their information needs. A variety of line

types and symbols were necessary to accurately portray the data 3hown on

the maps and charts to be digitized. The selection of the symbols and

line types are based on currently accepted USGS and BLM mapping stan-

dards. The software involved is designed to perform a number of tasks

ranging from data capture to final production plots. There is within ADS,

an array of programs designed to satisfy a variety of users and their

resource information needs.

During the period of time between the conception of ADS and mid 1980 the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service made operational the Map Overlay and Sta-

tistical System (MOSS). MOSS is an analytical software package designed

to provide a number of services to a variety of users. It accomplishes

this task by performing various data manipulation operations on the digi-

tized data.

In June 1981 a "marriage" was completed between the ADS and MOSS package

creating a comprehensive digital information system. California was one

of the first states to have ADS/MOSS loaded onto the Data General. Since

the original version was released, the DSC has updated the software and

will be installing the updated version on our computer this June. The

dropping of the Compis software was due to the development and adoption of

ADS/MOSS. '
.

, 4

Information Services is (^recieving__^a computer program "C0MPIS2M0SS" in

order to convert to the existing Desert information in the COMPIS format

to ADS/MOSS. Thus, we will have not lost any data. The USGS quads that

had been purchased, all 458, have been converted to ADS/MOSS as of January

1983.
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SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

ADS - is an overall system "driver" that drives several software modules
each of which performs certain tasks such as data capture, file editing,

analytical functions (MOSS), and plot production.

The information digitized is either points, lines, or areas. The coordi-

nate system must "be latitude/longitude or Universal Transverse Mercator.

If the scale is to he considered the map input scale mu3t be less than

1:100000. All polygons identified on the map must have a descriptor code

attribute (allowed to be up to 30 characters).

See Appendix K for ADS overview.

MOSS - i3 the analytical software which performs certain tasks such as

retrieval (specified either by location or attribute), spatial analysis,

map display, and statistical printouts on digitized data.

Spatial analysis - data manipulation

"reclassify
attributes

°generalization.
dissolving and merging, line smoothing

"interpolation
centroid location, contouring, scale change, projection

change,
"generation

points, lines, polygons (polygons, polygons with islands,

circles, grid cells net, latitude and longitude lattices,

corridors )

.

"data extraction
search and. identification, measurements ( number of an item,

distance (straight line between points, along convoluted

lines), size of area, angle direction, volume)

"comparison
intersection-overlay, point-in-polygon, polygon-on-polygon,

"interpretation
determination of optimum location, suitability, desirability

See APPENDIX K for complete list of MOSS functions

COS - Cartographic Output System allows the entry and manipulation of

cell, polygon, text, line, and point data and produces maps and graphics

in various formats.

Two types of output are available; tabular summaries and graphic plots.

Tabular summaries contain basically the area and identification of poly-

gons created.
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Geographic Maps from ADS, MOSS, or COS can be created or reproduced

utilizing the Zeta plotter at virtually any scale desired (limited only by

plotter width - 36 inches), utilizing up to 4 pen colors simultaneously,

with shaded or non-shaded polygons.

PRESENT USES

GIS - CALIFORNIA PILOT PROJECT

Proposed layers: land net, boundaries, RA boundary BLM ownership, Wilder-

ness boundaries, ACEC boundaries

After a briefing on ADP, remote sensing, and graphics in January 1983, it

was agreed upon by Information Services and CDD that with the present

availability of the DLGs and considering the size of the district, a pilot

project would be started to investigate the utility of a GIS. Indio

Resource Area was selected as the test site. It was up to Information

Services to assure: 1) the DLGs were accurate, 2) digitize BLM ownership

as well other resource layers deemed valuable, 3) provide training on the

system, and 4) present a preliminary GIS to the Resource and District

Office for their evaluation. The evaluation would be of the GIS's utility

and future developments.

The Indio Resource Area encompasses 6-1:100,000 surface management maps.

Information Services ordered and received mylars of the surface management

maps. Using ROP students four of the six maps were digitized capturing

the BLM ownership. The other two were sent to be tested on a scanning

machine at Virginia. GIS training was held at CSO July, 1984. Neither

the District nor Resource Area has sent any additional information to

Information Services for digitizing.

See APPENDIX L for correspondences and example plots from the pilot pro-

ject.

Automatic Digitization

Information Services has investigated the use of the Forest Service scan

digitizer. The scanner is located at the Forest Service office in Berkeley

where, to date is not being utilized to its full potential; the Forest

Service agree that an arrangement could be made between our agencies.

At the present time, there does not exist a conversion program to take the

scanned data (in raster format) to BLM's GIS subsystem ADS (in arc/node)

which leaves their scanner of no use to us.

Branch of Information Services is presently testing a private firm, Geo-

graphic Information System of Virginia, who claims to have perfected

software and hardware adaptability between scanner and BLM's GIS software

and hardware. Two surface management maps from within the desert have been

sent to test the accuracy, speed and compatibility of the laser scanner to

ADS. To date, we have not received any response from the vendor.
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OPERATIONS DIVISION

1.) ACCESS - Information Services is digitizing and plotting access maps

for the Pacific Crest Trail.

2.) PLANNING - Information Services has digitized 57 quad maps containing
sections for land transfers.

3.) FIRE - Fire Fuel Mapping

proposed layers: AVHRR satellite data, roads, administrative and

political boundaries, DEMs, BLM ownership.

DSC is going to utilize satellite imagery for vegetation classifica-

tion, use DLGs for road and boundaries, and digitize BLM ownership.

The objective of Fire Fuel Mapping is to provide wildland fuel3 and

terrain data in digital format (on a 30 arc second latitude-longitude

grid) to the Boise Interagency Fire Center (BIFC). The fuels and

terrain data, in addition to the Remote Automatic Weather Stations

(RAWS) and the Automatic Lightning Detection System (ALDS), are the

primary components of BLM's Initial Attack Management System (IAMS).

The- IAMS is a program designed to provide a fire manager with updated

real-time Information for fire dispatch and management. IAMS also

provides the development and implementation of a digital data base

that will transmit information pertaining to ignition probability and

- fire behavior.

COST 8e WORKLOAD — CSO is paying for the development of the digital

data base. DSC and BIFC are doing all the development. The SO will

have access to all of the Information.

4.) LAW ENFORCEMENT

proposed layers: land net, boundaries, DEM elevation, slope, aspect,

soil, precipitation zones, road, water network,

ownership, land cover, crown closure, confirmed

sightings.

DSC i3 digitizing ownership of 514-7.5 min. quads and has purchased

DLG's (land net, boundaries, water and road networks) and DEMs for 30

7.5 min quads. Once the above data has been entered, they will use

these layers to do predictive modeling of potential cannabis sites.

COST & WORKLOAD — W.O. monies paid for the data. DSC is completing

the work. A copy of each layer is being loaded onto the CSO computer

in order to make the technology available to all.

Branch of Information Services has entered into a data base the

latitude and longitudes of cannabis sites and has generated mylar

overlays at a scale of 1:100,000. The mylar plots overlay the surface

management maps.

See APPENDIX M for example plot of CAMP.
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RESOURCES DIVISION

1.) SOILS

DSC i3 plotting elevation, slope, and aspect maps for 5 quads in the

Bakersfield District. They will he used hy SCS in pre-soil mapping.

COST & WORKLOAD — DO payed for DEM tape. DSC is completing the

work. A copy* can then he loaded onto the CSO computer.

2.) WILDERNESS

proposed layers: land net, houndaries, hydrography, road, trail

network, mineral ownership, land ownership.

DSC is going to digitize all the ahove data for the King Range WSA'3.

The information will he taken from 7.5 min. quads. Once completed

(scheduled hy end of fiscal year), the data hase will he transferred

to the CSO. The work is heing taken on hy DSC to present to each

state with how the technology (GIS) can he a henefit to the wilder-

ness program.

COST" - WORKLOAD — DSC is digitizing any resource conflict layers

along with hase map information at no cost to the CSO The information

is heing compiled hy one person in the DO and the SO Remote Sensing
-- — Coordinator. Once the data- has heen entered, the DO will need train-

ing.

3 . ) WILDLIFE

Branch of Information Services is looking into getting data used hy

SO and DO personnel, and transferred via computer tapes to our GIS

from Nature Conservancy.

ADMINISTRATION DIVISION

1.) Digitized and plotted schematic floor plans for BLM.

2.) Created and plotted line graphs for hudget.

3.) Mapped hase/repeater stations in California.

4.) Digitized State- Organizational Charts.

MINERALS DIVISION

1.) Branch of Information Services is investigating the development of a

GIS for oil and gas areas within California.

2.) Minerals staff i3 starting to digitize the KGRs.

•
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POTENTIAL USES

Some examples of projects that could benefit from automated GIS procedures:

1.) Any work or project with complex map data or complex data
relationships which require map overlays and complex area
measurements/ statistical analysis.

2.) Map data layers that require long-term repetitive access and

analysis.
3.) Complex special projects ( i.e., analysis for categorical

exclusion, or mineral tract analysis).

4.) Cartographies

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Planning: EIS/RMP support
Resource invent.ory

Conflict area analysis
Alternative evaluation

Ranger Vegetation maps/Land cover maps
Slope and aspect maps
Range site maps
Range suitability - Acreage summaries

Forestry: Vegetation maps /Land cover maps

Stand operability maps - acreage summaries

Soil: Pre-field Stratification Maps
Physiographic map
Slope and aspect maps
Soil/suitability maps

Fire: Fire* fuel map
Fire reimbursement (BLM/State)

Minerals: Resource statistics (volume/ acres / production)

Slope/ suitability maps

Lease status, KGR maps
Well site maps
Resource evaluation

Wildlife: Vegetation maps/Land cover maps

Potential habitat/ conflict analysis

Cultural: Elevation, slope, aspect maps

Site location maps/ conflict analysis

Visual: Viewshed analysis

Recreation: Off road vehicle areas, trails, camping sites

7
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SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The following is in no way inclusive of all graphic applications to BLM's

programs. But rather, it is an overview of the applications used by the

other 8 states having graphics technology available to them.

1. SVIM - (Wyoming) Size: 130 -7.5* Quads

910 total overlays digitized - SVIM data including SWAs, allotments,

fences, improvements, landnet, and surface ownership.

Output analytical: acreages by SWA, allotment and ownership for ES

Area in honeywell format. Soils acreages by sheet and allotment.

Output graphic: planning maps, allotment and fence maps, soil maps
(at requested scales).

2. RMP - (Wyoming) Size: 106 -7-5' Quads

Data layers: slope and aspect (DEM), Vegetation (Land3at), water
sources, ownership (land net, surface, and mineral), allotments,

wildlife areas, soils, recreation values, utility corridors, oil/gas

wells, cultural sites.

3. Minerals - (Wyoming) Size: 53 -7.5' Quads

96 total overlays digitized - 7 to 70 per map including landnet,

mineral ownership, alluvial valley floors, flood plains, boundaries,

wildlife and buffers, KGSs, transportation, culture, WSAs, and coal

thickness.

Output analytical: volumes in tons and acreages for 20 suitability

criteria.

Output graphic: theme plots, conflict areas.

Size: 96 -7.5* Quads

Recompiled and digitized MMS oil and gas well field maps along with

status and lease maps.

Output analytical: listing by proximity and locations.

Output graphics: well field map (various scales).

4. RMP - (Colorado) Size: 33 -7.5' Quads

20 layers per quad. From its summary, "This is the first Resource

Management Plan prepared by BLM using a comprehensive digitized data

base and the analytical capabilities of a Geographic Information

System. The system used; the Map Overlay and Statistical System

(MOSS) provided increased accuracy and manipulative capabilities, as

well as considerable flexibility in developing resource management

alternatives. Most of the maps, including the full-cover maps in the

30
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Map addendum, are computer drawn. Most acreage calculations were

computed by the system and the conflict identification and resolution

process utilized MOSS analytical capabilities. Where the system was

used in each step of the planning process is described in Chapter 1."

See APPENDIX Q for RMP.

5. Inventory - (Oregon) Size: Baker Resource Area

A project to provide resource information in map and tabular form

U3ed as baseline for a monitoring program.

Data used: Landsat, DEMs, digitized allotments, watershed, pastures

and streams.

6. Planning - (Idaho) Size: 96 -7.5' Quads

Geographic data base for resource planning and management.

Specific: vegetation classification for EIS, pre-soil maps, and

provided sampling framework useful for collecting trend and condition

analysis.

Input: Landsat, digitized land ownership, allotments, DEMs.

T. Wildlife - (Idaho)

A birds of prey GIS was developed including: cliff characteristics,

soil, vegetation, demography of common prey species, and raptor

breeding biology.

8. Resources - (New Mexico) Size: 200 - 7.5' Quad3

30 layers digitized including: mineral potential, WSA, and allotments.

Landsat was used for vegetation classification. The project was to

provide a data base to manage fuelwood cutting, wildlife habitat, and

grazing of the Rio Puerco Area.

9. Resources - (Arizona) Size: 99 - 7-5' Quads

Landsat was used for vegetation classification.

Digitized layers: boundaries, habitat, allotments, study sites,

geological landforms strata, range improvements, and WSAs. The

project was to develop a GIS.

Some uses: pre-soil mapping, vegetation classification, wildlife

habitat

.
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BUSINESS GRAPHICS

- SOPERFONT

Package allowing the user to create 3igns, overheads, flipcharts, and
professional looking certificates with 17 different fonts and user
specified size and color of text.

- 2-D DRAFTING

Create, archive, maintain and edit: mechanical, electrical, struc-
tural, civil, facilities, and architectural drafting disciplines,
with as many as 127 levels (overlays) for each drawing. Entire
drawings or portions of drawings can be enlarged or reduced with
pu3h-button simplicity.

- STATISTICAL

Package enabling the user to do such functions as: regression, dis-
tribution, analyses, tables, and sampling.

- DATA GRAPHING

Graphics packages to create the following charts: BAR creates various
typer of bar charts including stacking and comparative bars (shaded

and unshaded)

.

- LINE

Create line charts using different line types such as solid and

dashed.

- PIE

Create pie charts with shaded, unshaded, or exploded segments.

See APPENDIX N for examples for each type of business graphics.
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GIS COST FACTORS

1. Data base development $.01 - .10/acre

(.10/acre - multistage sampling, Landsat and large scale photography)

Digitizing estimates:

Data Types

Land net and ownership compilation and digitizing
Soils (Order III)

Range sites and soils with allotments
Surface water, streams, and point sources

Slope (if DEM available)
Aspect (if DEM available)
3-D plot (if DEM available)
Cultural data
Transportation

2. Data base utilization

4420 supports maintenance
Telecommunication is at district expense.

Workdays per
7.5' Map

1.0
1.5
2.5
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.5

$40,000/yr.

Manuscript products

Paper
Mylar
Clear film
High Gloss Bond

$130.00/40 yds.

200.00/40 yds.

200.00/40 yds.

65.00/40 yds.

Reproduction of map overlays or other visual products can be made for

about $.0006 per acre each.

SYSTEM SDPP0RT (STAFF)

Position

1. Scientific System Coordinator.

2. Computer Programmer.

3. Digitizing Personnel.

See APPENDIX for position descriptions.

Quantity

1

1

1

4. Technical and software support is available from the DSC.

can be done through DSC contract with Technicolor @($15/hour).
Digitizing
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GIS - OTHER ACTIVITIES

As of October 22, 1982, by directive of the Secretary of the Interior,
OSGS will chair the Interior Digital Cartography Coordinating Committee,
develop a national digital Cartographic data base, and will be the primary
producer of digital cartographic data for the data base. The committee
facilitates coordination of interagency activities. A representative from
Branch of Information Services attended the first meeting in Menlo Park,

February 1984.

BLM Computer Graphic User Committee: BLM user group to help compile
standards, software needs, data base management needs.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory - BLM entered into an Interagency Agreement

with DOE to contract Oak Ridge for a Configuration Management Plan. When
the plan is executed, It will result in modernization of ADP hardware,
software, and data communications network and equipment; thus, possibly
effecting future remote sensing and graphics developments.

ALMRS - Automated Land and Mineral Record

A written definition of ALMRS' s capabilities is yet to be released. That
report is supposed to be released by DSC in the near future.

ALMRS* s relationship to GIS development was addressed at the first BLM
Computer Graphics User Committee meeting, May 1984, by the DSC director

and Menr LeNoue, the acting Program Manager. ---

—

As stated ALMRS is to have 3 components :

1. Land description
2. Ownership
3. Case action or- title-

ALMRS is a user of GIS and will be maintained, developed and run as a

separate system. The only connection will be through land description

(coordinate values) and the system (ALMRS) to be developed with compati-

bility in mind.
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COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The remote sensing and graphics presentations at the DO's were only
possible because computer training for minerals was needed at each

location. Many potential and existing users of remote sensing have
not yet had the opportunity to see the presentation.

Recommendation: Continue with remote sensing and graphics

presentation at appropriate levels and provide updated information to

users

.

2. CSO "management" questions if remote sensing is a valid program.

Recommendation:

1. CSO requests DSC to use California as one of the survey sites by

their remote sensing evaluation team. Thu3, they can evaluate

past uses, list the extent of use, and provide recommendations for

CSO. Since it will be done by an outside source, it would provide

an unbiased input at no cost to CSO.

2. If CSO is not chosen, pursue the original idea conceived of this

report and have a task force (SO, DO, RA, management and field

representation) survey the uses and limitations of remote sensing

and graphics and make recommendations on the program in supplement

to this staff report.

3. Send this report to each DO and RA requesting their evaluation of

the remote sensing program and their needs in the field. Use

their response to supplement this report for the Steering Commit-

tee .

3. If the- graphics program is to be developed to guarantee a useful

turn-around time of data, a digitizing staff is needed.

Recommendation: By coslr comparison, the most efficient way is to have

one full-time digitizer (at least 1 yr).

To contract digitizing from DSC would cost $15/hour

and $200/map from a local firm; whereas a GS 4/5

would only cost $6/hour.

4. Training for field staff.

Recommendation: Establish training on the "need" basics and offer

training at SO or field offices. This would enable

interested staff to get training in spite of a low

travel budget (eliminating travel to DSC).

5. Cyclic Aerial Coverage

Recommendation: Determine the needs of the field offices and develop

plans and funding accordingly. Investigate joint

ventures with other government agencies.
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6. Program Development

Recommendation: Develop 5-year plan for development, support, and

goals for remote sensing and graphics.

7. Staffing

Recommendations

:

1. Classify position description for Scientific Systems Coordinator.

2. Maintain Computer Programmer in support of graphic needs.

3. Establish a digitizing position.

8. Incorporate Technology

Recommendation:

1. Establish working relationship with program leads in SO, DO and RA

and evaluate any potential remote sensing and graphic uses that

may assist in the completion of tasks listed within the State

Director guide. Possible areas include:

Lands and Realty
° RS/GIS - assist on land exchange, orthophoto/plot sections, docu-

ment trespass.
Minerals

° GIS (minerals, leasables) - produce KGS, KGRA maps, PI data (well

site and production), interactive system for field use.

Rangeland
° Create geographic data base to:

-maintain permanent data files to insure preservation of

information for analysis of allotments

-assi3t in developing AMP'S or revise existing AMP's.

Forest
Assist in woodlands inventory for the period of

.
1985 - 1987.

Water Resource
° Research potential to assist in digital display of water source

Information.
Soil

° Work on pre-soil maps to assist SCS in completing 391,000 acre3 of

Order 3 soil surveys.

Natural History/ACEC Special Area Management
° Investigate potential of developing a Natural History Inventory

data base utilizing graphics.
° Get Nature Conservancy data on-line for graphic display as

requested

.

• Digitize ACEC's in desert as requested.

Pish and Wildlife Habitat
° Assist in locating, measuring, and plotting all significant

wetland and riparian habitat on public lands.

Cadastral
° Investigate incorporating computer-assisted cartography to assist

mapping program.
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CONCLUSION

There are usually many apprehensions about acquiring new technology.
Opposition to technology is often due to unfamillarity with the fact3,
which often leads to fears of cost over-runs and job displacements. This
was particularly true in the introductory phase of computers. But, no one
can argue today against the fact that computers have made immense contri-
butions to the entire world.

Remote sensing in itself is not a new technology; but, many of the appli-
cations of remote sensing are. Photography, ground-based or aerial, has

been used for years, but new techniques and applications are constantly
evolving. The use of Landsat or other satellite imagery is constantly in

the development phase, yet represents only one area of remote sensing

technology. Remote sensing techniques and computer assisted programs will
continue to expand and provide users with more powerful data access,

manipulation and display capability. The end product, is a tool that when

properly applied, can lend tremendous assistance to responsible decision

making. Overlooking the available remote sensing technology and capability

is like pretending the micro-computer does not exist today.

Remote sensing may only provide- a small part of any analysis, but it still

remains a tool that can be utilized if desired. In some cases, remote

sensing will prove to be a very cost effective method for acquiring data.

It would be- most beneficial in completing BLM missions if all applicable

technologies were used to there utmost.

The development of a GIS for any level (RA, DO, SO) would initially take

time, dollars, and efforts, but the investments would payoff. To date,

most of the capital investment for equipment has already been made. Once

the system is running and the data is made available, the manager can be

prepared in time for each new demand; with a quantitative, factual way to

identify and compare alternatives, improve the ability to document, and to

display the way those facts are used to make decisions for the public and

other managers.
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